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Abstract Today, data exploration platforms are widely
used to assist users in locating interesting objects within
large volumes of scientific and business data. In those
platforms, users try to make sense of the underlying data
space by iteratively posing numerous queries over large
databases. While diversification of query results, like other
data summarization techniques, provides users with quick
insights into the huge query answer space, it adds addi-
tional complexity to an already computationally expensive
data exploration task. To address this challenge, in this
paper we propose a diversification scheme that targets the
problem of efficiently diversifying the results of multiple
queries within and across different data exploratory ses-
sions. Our proposed scheme relies on a model-based
diversification method and an ordered cache. In particular,
we employ an adaptive regression model to estimate the
diversity of a diverse subset. Such estimation of diversity
value allows us to select diverse results without scanning
all the query results. In order to further expedite the
diversification process, we propose an order-based caching
scheme to leverage the overlap between sequence of data
exploration queries. Our extensive experimental evaluation
on both synthetic and real data sets shows the significant
benefits provided by our scheme as compared to the
existing methods.
Keywords Algorithms  Design  Diversification 
Performance  Query processing
1 Introduction
Data exploration is a key ingredient in a widely diverse set
of discovery-oriented applications including the ones from
science, business and finance [1–3]. In those applications
generally, users explore their data iteratively for locating
interesting objects. This data discovery process is typically
ad hoc and labour intensive as: (i) data sets are complex
and heterogeneous, (ii) the users come from diverse
backgrounds with different understanding of the underlying
data sets, and (iii) the users may not have a prior notion of
interesting objects. For instance, consider the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) science database,1 which describes
over 140 million objects and is over 30 TB in size [2].
Both professional and amateur astronomers access the
SDSS archive. The professional users typically pose fairly
complex queries on position, colours and other attributes of
sky objects, whereas the amateur users initially explore the
data sets with simpler queries and as they learn more about
the detailed properties of the stars and galaxies, they are
expected to define more sophisticated queries. The most
common queries against SDSS database are spatial queries
involving a small region in the sky [4]. For instance,
consider the following example:
Example 1 Assume an amateur user, who is curious about
finding a region in the sky having group of objects with
some interesting features. To locate those objects, the user
needs to access the PhotoObj table in SDSS that has around
500 attributes, most of which are floating point numbers,
and more than 600 million rows. Those attributes define
various features of stars, galaxies and sky samples stored in
SDSS. However, the user has no prior information about& Hina A. Khan
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which attributes and their corresponding values will make
an object interesting. Hence, the user will start posing the
initial queries with some intuitive coordinate values for
specifying a certain area of the sky. As shown in Fig. 1, the
user will first pose query Q1 and review all the results
returned by Q1. Guided by the results returned by Q1, the
user may refine the query predicates to pose another query
Q2. The result set of each query enhances the user’s
understanding of the underlying data and allow him to pose
a more precise query. This iterative process continues until
the user finally finds a region of interest, which is repre-
sented by query Q3 in Fig. 1.
It should be clear from the Example 1 that the user
interaction with the database takes the form of an ex-
ploratory session or session for short. During an explo-
ration session, a user may execute multiple sequential
queries that are initially vague and imprecise. Those
queries potentially return thousands of results. It is essen-
tial for a user to review those results to assess their inter-
estingness and refine their query based on them. However,
comprehending large number of results is a time-consum-
ing and challenging task. Therefore, to reduce the user
effort and overall exploration time, data exploration plat-
forms rely on several representative data extraction tech-
niques to provide a synoptic understanding of the
underlying query result. In particular, few representative
results help user have a quick understanding of what is
available in the whole result set and significantly reduce
their time to review the results.
Thus, in the past years researchers have focused on
developing effective representative data extraction meth-
ods. Beyond the well-studied top-k (e.g. [5, 6]), skyline
(e.g. [7, 8]), sampling (e.g. [9, 10]) and clustering tech-
niques (e.g. [11–13]), diversification is rapidly becoming
an important technique for extracting representative sub-
sets with high coverage and minimum redundancy.
While diversification provides users with quick insights
into the query answers and help them formulate their next
query, it adds additional complexity and requires extra
computational resources. In particular, the computational
cost of diversifying the results of multiple sequential
queries within an exploratory session increases linearly
with the increase in the number of queries. Meanwhile,
delivering near-real-time performance remains an essential
requirement for data exploration platforms so that to match
the intrinsic nature of iterative data exploration to ensure
user satisfaction. Hence, motivated by the need to effi-
ciently provide users with effective insights during data
exploration we propose an efficient scheme for sequential
diversification in data exploration platforms. Our proposed
scheme, called AdOr, relies on two main interrelated
components, namely: (1) an adaptive model-based diver-
sification method and (2) an order-based caching scheme.
In particular, AdOr employs an adaptive model-based
diversification method to estimate the diversity of a diverse
subset and hence selects diverse results without scanning
all the query results. In order to further expedite the
diversification process, AdOr employs an order-based
caching scheme to leverage the overlap between sequence
of data exploration queries.
In contrast to our previous work called DivIDE [14], the
adaptive model employed by AdOr does not rely on the
distribution of the underlying data or any prior model built
for previous queries. Also in comparison to the random
selection of cached results as presented in DivIDE, we
prioritize the results in the cache according to their rele-
vance to the partially computed diverse subset. Hence,
leading to more efficient and effective selection of results
from cache. Our extensive experimental evaluation on both
real and static data sets shows the benefits achieved by
AdOr in comparison to DivIDE and other diversification
schemes.
In a nutshell the contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• We formulate the problem of sequential diversification
for iterative data exploration, together with metrics that
capture both the efficiency and effectiveness of diver-
sification (Sect. 2).
• We propose the novel AdOr scheme, which utilizes an
adaptive model-based approach in contrast to a static
model scheme, that is particularly suitable for the
efficient and effective diversification in IDE (Sect. 4).
• We propose an ordered-based caching scheme that
leverages the overlap between query results within and
across exploratory sessions towards efficient diversifi-
cation (Sect. 4.3.3).
Fig. 1 Series of sequential queries generated in a data exploration
session
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• We conduct extensive experimental evaluation on real
and synthetic data sets, which compare the performance
of multiple diversification schemes and illustrate the
benefits achieved by AdOr (Sect. 6).
Roadmap: We define the sequential search result
diversification for data exploration platforms in Sect. 2.
Next, we introduce the regression model for diversification
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present the AdOr scheme. The
evaluation test bed and results are reported in Sects. 5 and
6, respectively. We present related work in Sect. 7, and we
conclude in Sect. 8.
2 Preliminaries
An exploratory query is typically based on range predicates
represented as a multi-dimensional box or hyper-rectangle.
Such queries retrieve a number of tuples, or objects, from
the database, which can be generally viewed as a set of
attribute values represented as data points in a multi-di-
mensional data space. It is essential for an IDE platform to
help the user make quick decisions on the basis of few
representative results, instead of sifting through all of those
results looking for interesting insights. Search result
diversification lends itself as an effective solution for
extracting those representative results. Next, we present the
preliminary concepts related to the Search Result Diversi-
fication problem. In Table 1, we summarize all the symbols
and notations used in the rest of the paper.
2.1 Search Result Diversification
Formally defined, let X = fx1; . . .; xmg be a set of results
generated in response to some user query Q. In general, the
goal of result diversification is to select a subset S of X
with jSj ¼ k, km, such that the diversity of the results in
S is maximized.
There are various definitions of diversity [15]. Most of
them can be classified in one of the following categories:
(i) content based, i.e. selecting results that are dissimilar to
each other (e.g. [15]) (ii) novelty based, i.e. selecting
results that contain new information when compared to
what was previously presented to the user (e.g. [16]) and
(iii) semantic coverage based, i.e. selecting results that
belong to different categories or topics (e.g. [17]).
In this work, we primarily focus on the widely used
content-based definition of diversity. Content diversity is
an instance of the p-dispersion problem [18], whose
objective is to maximize the overall dissimilarity within a
set of selected objects.
In particular, given a metric d that measures the dis-
tance between two results, e.g. the Euclidean distance
among two data points, the diversity of a set S is mea-
sured by a diversity function f(S, d) that captures the
dissimilarity between the results in S. To that end, a
number of different diversity functions have been
employed in the literature, among which previous
research has mostly focused on measuring diversity
based on either the average or the minimum of the
pairwise distances between results [19].
We focus on the second of those variants (i.e. minimum)
known as max-min diversity measure, as it adopts a more
uniform view to represent all the results in S, defined as:
f ðS; dÞ ¼ min
xi; xj 2 X
xi 6¼ xj
dðxi; xjÞ
wheredðxi; xjÞ represent thepairwise distancebetweenany two
results xi and xj in amulti-dimensional spacewhich is typically
measuredunder theLp-normmetric.Without loss of generality,
in this work dðxi; xjÞ between two results in a D-dimensional











Putting it all together, the max-min diversification problem
is defined as follows:
Definition 1 Let X be the set of results that satisfy a user
query Q and k be a positive integer such that k jXj. Also,
let d be a distance metric and f a diversity function. Then,
max-min diversification is defined as selecting a subset





Table 1 Table of symbols
Symbol Description
N Total number of queries in a user session
k Diverse subset size
Qc Current query to be diversified
Xc Result set of Qc
Sc Diverse subset of Xc
xmax Result in Xc with maximum distance from Sc
QH Set of history queries
SH Union of diverse subsets of history queries
QO;c Set of queries overlapping with Qc
SO;c Union of diverse subsets overlapping with Xc
SR;c Reusable diverse results for Qc
h Deviation threshold
c Model threshold
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Identifying an optimal diverse subset S has been shown
to be NP-hard (e.g. [20]); therefore, approximation meth-
ods are typically employed to select a near optimal diverse
subset. Among many approximation methods, greedy-
based heuristics are the ones most widely used because of
their simplicity and performance. For instance, in Greedy
Construction [19], the diversified set S is initialized by
selecting a random result in X. Then, it proceeds through a
number of iterations, until k results have been selected. In
each iteration i, the result with the maximum set distance
from the already selected results is added to the partially
computed diverse set Si.
From the above, it is straightforward to derive the
complexity of Greedy Construction in terms of number of
distance computation tasks as Oðk2nÞ where n ¼ jXj [19].
However, caching distance computations across different
iterations leads to further reduction in the number of
pairwise distance computations, resulting in a complexity
of O(kn) [21].
2.2 Sequential Search Result Diversification
The series of queries submitted by a user during an
exploratory session are typically correlated in a sense that
the user formulates the next query in the sequence after
having reviewed the results of previous queries [22]. This
leads to an exploratory session, in which a user executes
numerous selection queries iteratively using different
predicates [23]. For instance, reconsider Example 1 where
a user is searching for some interesting results in a two-
dimensional space as shown in Fig. 1. The user will first
pose query Q1 and after reviewing the results she might
reformulate it into another query Q2 and so on. Since dif-
ferent queries within an exploratory session typically
explore the data space in a close vicinity to each other, it is
very likely for queries within a session to have overlapping
results as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the diversification of
multiple related queries within a user session can be
viewed as an instance of continuous diversification prob-
lem in which a diverse subset needs to be computed for
each sliding window over dynamic data stream. Each
exploratory query can also be perceived as a sliding win-
dow. However, in dynamic data stream a sliding window is
moving along the time dimension, whereas an exploratory
query is moving in space over static data. The result set of
each query is generated from the new subspace of data that
it covers, and a corresponding diverse subset of that result
set needs to be computed. Hence, here we extend the
definition of result diversification to the diversification of
multiple sequential queries as defined below:
Definition 2 Let M represent a set of multiple queries
within an exploratory session. That is,
M ¼ fQ1;Q2; . . .;QNg. The sequential diversification
problem is the following: For each query Qi in M with a
result set Xi, compute a set S






where Si is the subset of ith query result set and
f ðSi; dÞ ¼ min
xi; xj 2 S
xi 6¼ xj
dðxi; xjÞ
Note that, in this work we focus on the max-min
diversity measure to define f ðSi; dÞ , as it adopts a more
uniform view to represent all the results in Xi.
The challenge of computing diverse subsets for each
query Qi in M is that those diverse subsets cannot be
computed incrementally. For instance, let Xi and Xiþ1 be
result sets of two overlapping queries in M. Then diverse
subset Siþ1 cannot be computed by updating the diverse
subset Si as the two diverse subsets may be completely
different irrespective of the substantial overlap in the result
sets Xi and Xiþ1. Hence, each diverse subset Si needs to be
computed from scratch. Therefore, the computational cost
of diversifying N queries in a session increases linearly
with the increase in N. Hence, in this work we address the
problem of designing efficient diversification methods that
are scalable to N, i.e. length of a user session.
2.3 Problem Definition
To capture the performance of solutions for sequential
diversification during a data exploration session, we define
the following metrics:
Definition 3 Diversification cost, CðSiÞ, is defined as the
processing cost, in terms of number of distance and com-
parison operations, required to process a result Xi to pro-
duce a diversified result Si of size k. Accordingly, the





Definition 4 Diversification quality, DðSiÞ, is defined as
the value of diversity f ðSi; dÞ offered by the diversified
result Si. Accordingly, the average diversification quality




Specifically, our goal is to strike a fine balance between








i¼1 DðSiÞ). In order to achieve this goal our proposed
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AdOr scheme utilizes an adaptive model to reduce the cost
of diversification for each query in the exploratory session.
AdOr further exploits the fact that the results of those
queries are expected to exhibit some degree of overlap.
Thus, AdOr leverages that overlap between query results
by employing an order-based cache to store diverse results
of previous queries. In the next section, we present our
scheme and discuss its impact on both the efficiency and
effectiveness of diversification.
3 Model-Based Diversification
As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, the Greedy algorithm iteratively
computes a subset S of k diverse results from a query result
set X. Specifically, in each iteration i of the Greedy algo-
rithm, an optimal result ximax 2 X=S is added to the partially
computed diverse subset Si1 such that:
f ðSi1 [ ximax; dÞ ¼ maxðf ðSi1 [ xj; dÞs:txj 2 X=SÞ
The choice of next optimal result ximax to be added to S
i1 is
obviously made after examining all the candidate results in
X. In this work, we take an alternate approach for identi-
fying ximax. Instead of examining all the results in X, we aim
to predict the maximum value of the diversity function
f ðSi; dÞ that can be achieved by including another result to
Si1 in advance. This value can then be leveraged to prune
the search space. Hence, if a result xp that provides
diversity value comparable to the estimated diversity value
is found, then there is no need to search the query result set
X any further. Thus, if xp is the pth result in X then for
remaining jXj  p results, diversity function evaluation is
not performed.
Clearly, several statistical and probabilistic models are
applicable for estimation of diversity function. Such
models have also been widely used for approximate query
processing (e.g. [24, 25]). This includes models for Gaus-
sian processes, interpolation, regression, dynamic proba-
bilistic models, etc. In this work, we also adopt a
regression model that is specifically suited to the diversi-
fication problem to efficiently and accurately estimate
f(S, d).
3.1 Regression Model for Diversity
Regression models provide a powerful tool for investiga-
tion of relationships between variables. The basic idea of
regression models is to relate a dependent variable VD to an
independent variable VI . Nonlinear regression, in particu-
lar, is a good choice when there is an evidence to believe
that the relationship between the dependent variable and
independent variable follows a particular functional form
[26]. A nonlinear regression model has the form:
VD ¼ f 0ðVI ; bÞ þ 
where VD is dependent variable, f
0 is a known function of
the independent variable VI including parameters defined
by b; and  is a random error [26].
In the case of diversification, the diversity value of a
diverse set of results S clearly depends upon the number of
results in that set (i.e. k). Specifically, small diverse subsets
tend to exhibit higher diversity, whereas the value of
diversity decreases with increasing the size of S. Hence, to
ascertain the causal effect of diverse subset size k upon the
value of the diversity function f(S, d), we assume the value
of the diversity function to be the dependent variable,
where the diverse subset size is the independent variable.
To formally model the dependency between f(S, d) and k,
we plot a diversity curve as shown in Fig. 3 for a sample
query result generated over a uniform data set (for more
details on the different data sets we have experimented with,
please see Sect. 5). The curve is generated by plotting the
diverse subset size k on the x-axis and the diversity function
value for the corresponding diverse subset on the y-axis.
As Fig. 3 shows, the diversity curve clearly exhibits a
diminishing marginal gain trend. This is due to the fact that
as new results are added using Greedy, the set of similar
results already selected increases. Thus, with each new
addition to the diverse subset the marginal gain in diversity
decreases, which is consistent with the study done in pre-
vious work [27]. Such trend allows us to use a simple model
like power series to model the diversity curve (Fig. 3).
Hence, we can alternatively represent the diversity
function f(S, d) in terms of a computationally inexpensive
hypothesis function f 0ðkÞ such that:
Hypothesis Function f 0ðkÞ ¼ akb
where a and b are the parameters we seek that would best
fit the function to the sample data. Standard statistical
calculations are used to determine the values of parameters
a and b. Particularly, we use least squares estimation to
measure the fitness of the regression model and root mean
square error to measure the accuracy of predicted values.
Other estimations can also be considered to accommodate
the impact of outliers in data. The details of how param-
eters a and b are evaluated are given in Appendix A.
As mentioned above, the regression model relies on the
observational data to evaluate the hypothesis function
parameters. However, in case of query diversification,
those observational values are only available once the
query result has been diversified. Hence, in order to learn
the regression parameters we consider two possible
approaches. First, we present a baseline static approach that
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we proposed previously in [14] and then we generalize it to
an adaptive approach.
3.1.1 Static Model Approach
The static model approach relies on the observations made
using a sample query over the database. These observations
are then used to evaluate the model parameters a and b in
the hypothesis function. Once those parameters are known,
they remain static across various user queries. For instance,
to learn the regression model parameters, a global sample
query QG is executed over the database D to retrieve
sample result set XG. The Greedy algorithm is then applied
over XG to select a diverse subset SG of size k. In each
iteration i, where i k, the diversity function value f ðSiG; dÞ
is evaluated and the pair (i, f ðSiG; dÞÞ is plotted. As Greedy
finishes execution, we have k1 observations in the form
of ði; f ðSi; dÞÞ pairs. These observations are used for eval-
uating values of parameters a and b. Since those values are
based on observations generated by a single global query
QG, they depend upon: (1) the size of the data subspace
accessed by QG and (2) the distribution of data within that
subspace. The hypothesis function parameters need to be
scaled for queries accessing data subspaces of different
sizes. The parameter b, called either the exponent or the
power, determines the rate of decay of our hypothesis
function and the overall shape and behaviour. However, the
parameter a serves as a simple scaling factor, moving the
values of kb up or down as a increases or decreases,
respectively. Since the shape of the diversity curve remains
consistent for different data subspaces, only parameter a is
scaled for every user query Q by a ratio of the data space
covered by Q as compared to the space covered by QG.
3.1.2 Adaptive Model Approach
As discussed above, the static model approach relies on the
observation data generated using a sample global query
QG. The regression model built using query QG can be
scaled to be used for each user query. However, the scaling
of model parameters is based on the assumption that data
distribution is uniform across all subspaces. For instance, in
a clustered data set, the distribution can vary to a great
extent for different subspaces. In particularly, some of the
queries can have overly populated result set while others
return only few results even if the size of the data space
accessed is the same. In such scenarios where distribution
of underlying data is not uniform, the static model
scheme seems to be inadequate.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 4, the size of data space
covered by Q1 is the same as the space covered by Q2;
however, the data distribution for both queries is very
different. Although the diversity values evaluated for both
queries, for the same values of k, are expected to be quite
different, scaling global regression model for both Q1 and
Q2 will generate same values for parameters a and b. For
example, Fig. 5 shows the corresponding diversity curves
for both Q1 and Q2. Clearly, the scaled regression model
fits the diversity curve of Q1 while fails to adjust to the
diversity curve of Q2.
To address the limitations of static model approach, we
consider a more general approach based on adaptive
regression model that learns model parameters individually
for each user query and does not rely on any prior obser-
vations or distribution of underlying data. The main idea
underlying the adaptive model approach is to utilize the
observations from the current query being diversified.
Instead of using an existing global model, for each indi-
vidual query the regression model is built on the go as we
diversify the query. The adaptive model approach can be
summarized in the following steps:
• Step 1: An initial diverse subset S of size two is
generated using Greedy Construction algorithm.
• Step 2: The diversity function value of S is used as first
observation and initial values for model parameters
a and b are evaluated.
• Step 3: Based on the hypothesis function, diversity
function value is estimated as Dive for the next iteration
of Greedy algorithm.
• Step 4: New result with the maximum set distance from
the already selected results in S is added to S. The
actual diversity function value for newly updated set S
is computed as Diva and added to the observation data.
• Step 5: The difference in the actual diversity function
value (Diva) and the estimated diversity value predicted
using hypothesis function (Dive) is computed. The
regression model is assumed to be stable if the
following condition is true:
c Diva  Dive
Dive
where c is the threshold value defining the accept-
able difference ratio between estimated diversity value
and the actual diversity value. If the above condition is
not met, then the actual diversity value Diva is added to
the observation data.
• Step 6: The new values of model parameters a and b are
computed based on updated observations, and Steps 3
to 5 are repeated.
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4 AdOr Scheme for Sequential Diversification
of Multiple Queries
In this section, we present our AdOr scheme for the effi-
cient diversification of query results in data exploration
platforms. The main idea underlying AdOr is to leverage an
adaptive regression model to estimate the diversity of a
subset and utilize the overlap in a sequence of queries (such
as the one shown in Fig. 1) in order to minimize the
computational cost incurred in diversifying each query
result set. Towards that goal, AdOr exploits two novel
techniques, namely: (1) regression model-based Greedy
algorithm and (2) caching of diverse results. Before going
through the details of each of those techniques, we first
present our baseline solution for the diversification of
multiple sequential queries, namely: Greedy Construction.
4.1 Greedy Construction
In this baseline solution, the Greedy Construction algo-
rithm (or Greedy for short), is directly applied for the
diversification of results. In particular, Greedy (as pre-
sented in Algorithm 1) evaluates the diverse subset S of
each query iteratively by computing set distances of all the
results in a query result set X. For instance, in order to
select a new result in partially computed diverse subset Si,
Greedy computes the set distance of each result in X from
results already selected in S as:




The result xmax having the maximum set distance is added
to S. Thus, in k iterations Greedy selects k results to be
added to diverse subset S. Also, Greedy processes each
query result individually without taking into consideration
the overlapping in results between different queries.
Recall from Sect. 2.1, the computational complexity of
diversifying a single query using Greedy algorithm is
Oðk2jXijÞ, where jXij is the size of the query result and k is
the size of the diverse subset. Clearly, applying Greedy
algorithm independently to each exploration query results
in a computational complexity that increases linearly with
the increase in the number of total queries in a user session
(i.e. N). That is, the complexity of Greedy algorithm for N
queries is simply computed as: Oðk2jX1jÞ þ . . .þ
Oðk2jXN jÞ.
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4.2 Model-based Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we present a model-based Greedy algorithm
called mGreedy that selects the diverse query results using
the prediction of a regression model. We assume that the
hypothesis function f 0ðkÞ ¼ akb has been defined with
parameters a and b using either static or adaptive approach
as detailed in Sect. 3.1. Note that, in case of adaptive
approach some of the diverse results are already selected
and mGreedy is applied to select the remaining diverse
results. Let Qc be the current query and Xc be the respective
result set of Qc. Like, Greedy algorithm, mGreedy also
builds the diverse subset iteratively. In each iteration i, an
estimated value of the diversity function is computed using
the hypothesis function formulated above (i.e. f 0ðiÞ). To
decide on the next result to be added to Si1c , mGreedy
computes a deviation value of each result x 2 Xc with
respect to the diverse subset Sic as:





Particularly, mGreedy selects a result xmax, which has the
deviation value less than a user-specified threshold value,
h. As soon as such a result is identified the iteration is
terminated. Hence, if ximax is the pth result in Xc then this
saves jXcj  p set distance calculations for the remaining
candidate results in Xc. It is important to mention here that
ximax is an approximation of x
i
max. Thus, instead of adding
ximax to S
i1
c the approximated result x
i
max is added to S
i1
c .
Therefore, f ðSi1c [ fximaxg; dÞ f ðSi1c [ fximaxg; dÞ.
Applying mGreedy individually to each query reduces
the cost of diversification; however, in the worst-case
scenario it might have to look at large number of results
before it locates ximax. In order to locate the promising
results quickly, we make use of the overlapping diverse
results from the previous queries. In the next section we
discuss how AdOr exploits caching to leverage the
overlap between different queries and reduces the cost of
diversification even further.
4.3 Cache-based Sequential Diversification
of Overlapping Queries
A data exploration session generally involves multiple
related queries, and overlapping between results of those
queries is naturally expected to occur. To formally express
that overlap between exploratory queries, consider a current
queryQc for which a diversified set Sc is to be computed, and
a history of processed queries QH ¼ fQ1;Q2; :::;Qc1g.
Hence, there existsQO;c  QH such that the result Xi of each
query Qi 2 QO;c overlaps with the result Xc of the current
query Qc (i.e. Xi \ Xc 6¼ /).
Clearly, the diversified results of these overlapping
queries QO;c can be utilized for reducing the cost of
diversifying Qc. Particularly, in this work, we propose
using a cache of diversified results for improving the
efficiency of diversification. A Cache SH , which contains
the diversified results of all previously processed queries
QH , is expressed as follows:
Definition 5 Cached diverse results, SH , is the set of
diversified results corresponding to the queries in QH . That
is, SH ¼ fS1; S2; . . .; Sc1g.
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Given a query Qc, it is then straightforward to fetch the
cached diverse results of the set of queries QO;c that
overlap with Qc. We denote the cached diverse results of
queries overlapping with Qc as SO;c, which is defined as:
Definition 6 Diverse results of overlapping queries, SO;c,
is the union of the diversified sets of all the queries in QO;c.
Intuitively, SO;c is expected to contain some points that
are common with the results of query Qc (i.e.
Xc \ SO;c 6¼ /). That set of common points SR;c provides an
excellent opportunity to reuse in constructing the diverse
set Sc and is simply defined as follows:
Definition 7 Reusable diverse results, SR;c, such that
SR;c  SO;c and contains all diverse results in SO;c that fall
in the range of Qc (i.e. SO;c \ Xc).
Thus, one idea towards utilizing overlapping result set
SR;c across multiple queries when diversifying Qc is to
simply initialize Sc with SR;c. Clearly, however, that idea
has a major drawback that is: the results in SR;c might
exhibit high degree of redundancy. This will lead to a
selection of many non diverse results in Sc. To further
explain that point, notice that the results in each Si 2 SO;c
are diverse in their own. However, this assumption breaks
once combining some of those diverse results together into
SR;c. This is because the results in two different sets Si and
Sj might be very similar to each other if their corresponding
queries explored roughly the same data subspace.
For instance, Fig. 6 shows result sets of three overlapping
queries. As shown in figure, Xc is the result of a newly sub-
mitted query Qc, which overlaps with two other historical
results X1 and X2. The diversified set S1 extracted from X1 is
shown in squares, whereas the diversified set S2 extracted
from X2 is shown in triangles. The diverse results from both
queries that overlap with Xc are retrieved and form the set of
reusable diverse results SR;c. It is clear from Fig. 6, however,
that set SR;c may contain few results that are very similar to
each other. Thus, initializing diverse subset Sc with SR;c will
adversely affect the final diversity of set Sc.
Taking advantage of natural overlap occurring between
various queries during an exploration session and at the
same time ensuring that only dissimilar results are selected
to be included in the diverse subset of current query is
precisely the goal of our AdOr scheme. Next we present in
detail how the AdOr scheme achieves this goal.
4.3.1 Dividing the Search Space
Recall that in each iteration of the mGreedy algorithm, the
first result that provides the diversity close to the estimated
diversity value as predicted by the regression model is
added to the diverse subset. Clearly, with random order of















Fig. 2 AdOr architecture
Fig. 3 Mapping of diversity function to hypothesis function using
regression modelling
Fig. 4 Model-based diversification for clustered data
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list requiring many set distance computations for results
appearing before it. For large data sets where numerous
results are returned in response to each query, and where
near-real-time performance is expected, the goal of AdOr is
to minimize the cost incurred in locating the result ximax in
potentially large search space defined by the results in Xc.
To minimize that cost, AdOr divides the search space (i.e.
Xc) into two disjoint subsets, as follows:
1. Reusable Diverse Results (SR;c): The set of diversified
results of QO;c that overlap with the results in Xc. That
is, as defined above, SR;c= Xc \ SO;c.
2. New Query Results (X0c): This is the set of results in Xc
after excluding SR;c. That is, X
0
c ¼ Xc n SR;c
4.3.2 Selection of Diverse Results Using Cache
As mentioned above, the set of results in SR;c have high
potential to appear in the diversified set Sc. However, instead
of blindly initializing Sc with SR;c, AdOr alternates between
the two sets of results (i.e. X0c and SR;c) in an efficient
manner and during that process it ‘‘selectively’’ chooses only
the most promising results guided by the regression model
so that to avoid compromising the quality of diversification.
As shown in Fig. 2, to diversify a result set Xc, AdOr
divides Xc into two subsets: the reusable diverse result set SR;c
and the new query result set X0c. For selecting that result x
i
max,
AdOr uses the following two alternative selection methods:
• First-Fit Diversification (AdOr-FF): Search the set SR;c
for the first result ximax, which has the deviation value
less than the deviation threshold h. If such a result is
found, it is added to set Si1c , else X
0
c is searched until
ximax is located.
• Best-Fit Diversification (AdOr-BF): Search the set SR;c
for the result ximax, which will maximize the diversity
function value if added to set Si1c : If the
deviationðximaxÞ is less than deviation threshold h, then
ximax is added to the set S
i1
c . Otherwise, the optimal
result ximax is located in X
0
c and in turn, added to S
i1
c .
Clearly, each time a result is located in SR;c, it saves at
least jXcj  jSR;cj number of distance calculations and data
comparison operations. In particular, AdOr-FF picks the first
result that provides comparable diversity to the one pre-
dicted by the regression model, whereas while searching
SR;c, AdOr-BF evaluates the deviation value of the result
with maximum set distance from the diverse subset Si1c . In
order to locate that result AdOr-BF examines all the results
in SR;c. Thus, AdOr-BF tries to find diverse subsets with
higher diversity at the expense of higher computational cost.
4.3.3 Ordering of cached diverse results
Obviously, the performance of AdOr-FF depends a lot on
the order in which the results are stored in SR;c. If the
results distant from the current partial diverse subset Sic  1


















Fig. 7 Ordering of overlapping cached diverse results
Fig. 5 Scaling hypothesis diversity function for different queries Fig. 6 Reusable Set SR;c for current query result set Xc generated
from diverse overlapping results of previous queries
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higher. Keeping this goal in mind, we propose an ordering
scheme that processes the promising overlapping diverse
subsets first. In order to elaborate the ordering
scheme consider the following example.
Let Qc be the current query with result set Xc for which a
diverse subset Sc needs to be generated. Also, let QO;c be
set of three previous queries overlapping with Qc con-
taining Q1, Q2 and Q3 as shown in Fig. 7 . In a random
iteration i of greedy heuristic the diverse results already
selected in Sic are shown in red circle shapes. The over-
lapping diverse results from the previous queries are shown
in square shapes. As clear from Fig. 7, the results in Q3 are
most distant from the results already in Sic. However, since
the results are stored in the order in which the queries were
generated, the results in Q3 will be examined last.
Thus, in order to prioritize the order in which queries
from QO;c are examined, we identify the intersecting
rectangles between Qc and each of the overlapping cached
queries in QO;c as shown in solid boundaries in Fig. 7.
Next, we determine the centroid of each of these inter-
secting rectangles. Those centroids represent their respec-
tive query in QO;c and are shown as diamond shapes in
Fig. 7. The set distance between each query Q inQO;c from
the diverse subset Sic is calculated as:
setDistðQ; SicÞ ¼ setDistðcentroidQ; SicÞ
The queries with higher set distance from the diverse
subset Sic have the higher potential of containing x
i
max as
compared to the queries with smaller set distances from Sic.
Hence, each query in QO;c is assigned a priority score as:
ScoreiðQÞ ¼ setDistðQ; SicÞ. All the queries inQO;c are then
processed in the decreasing order of their scores. It means
the diverse results from the most distant overlapping query
are processed first.
It should be noted that ScoreiðQÞ is the priority of Q
with respect to Sic in iteration i. As the diverse subset Sc
evolves in subsequent iterations the score of each query in
QO;c also changes. Hence, in each iteration the score of
each overlapping query is re-evaluated by computing a set
distance between the centroid of the query and the diverse
subset Sc.
The additional cost of computing priority scores in
terms of number of set distance computations is equal to
the number of overlapping queries (jQO;cj). Since the
number of overlapping queries is usually much small as
compared to the number of reusable diverse results
ðjQO;cj  jSR;cjÞ, overall cost savings in terms of number
of distance computations can still be expected. However,
with increasing number of queries in cache the number of
queries overlapping with the Qc can also increase. This
will not only have an impact on the computational cost of
priority scores but will also increase the storage cost.
Hence, in order to keep the number of cached queries
limited yet achieving the benefits of previously cached
results we employ some effective cache management
techniques as discussed next.
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4.4 Cache Management
In an interactive exploration environment where multiple
queries are generated within and across user sessions, it is
very likely that after a while the size of the cache (i.e. SH)
will grow to match the size of underlying data set. This will
pose two challenges:
• As the size of cache increases, the search time for
locating a reusable set SR;c for a query Qc also
increases.
• The size of the reusable set SR;c may grow to become
larger than the size of X0c.
• The computational cost of evaluating scores for order-
ing overlapping queries may out weigh the benefits of
ordering.
As a consequence of the observations above, a large
cache size would reduce the amounts of savings provided
by AdOr until it reaches zero. That is, the processing cost
of AdOr becomes similar to that of Greedy. The obvious
approach to address these challenges is to limit the reusable
set SR;c size. That is, instead of using the entire reusable set
SR;c , a subset S
0
R;c is used. Accordingly, as new queries are
posed, some of the diverse subsets are evicted from cache
to make room for new subsets. Hence, when the number of
diverse subsets become greater than L, AdOr replaces one
of the stored diverse subset.
Clearly, choosing the best cache replacement policy is
application dependent and can be determined on the basis
of query trends in a particular database application. In this
work, we simply adopted the popular least frequently used
(LFU) cache replacement policy to evict the diverse subset
that is accessed the least number of times.
5 Experimental Test bed
We perform a number of experiments to evaluate the
efficiency and the effectiveness of our AdOr scheme. In
particular, we compare AdOr against two baseline
approaches: Greedy and static model approach. Table 2
summarizes the different parameters used in our experi-
mental evaluation.
Schemes:We evaluate the performance of the following
schemes:
• Greedy: Applies the Greedy Construction heuristic
independently on each query result set to select the
respective diverse subset.
• SGC: Uses Stream Greedy Construction heuristic as
presented in [28]. SGC relies on the overlap that occurs
between the results of two consecutive queries (i.e.
Xi \ Xi1). The diverse subset Si is initialized with the r
overlapping diverse results from Si1. Thus, only k  r
remaining diverse results are computed using Greedy
heuristic. The details of SGC scheme are given in
Sect. 7.
• Static-No-Cache: Uses static model approach to build
the regression model based on sample observations
generated by a global query. The regression model is
then used to predict future values of diversity function
for the selection of diverse subsets across various
queries.
• Adaptive-No-Cache: Applies adaptive model approach
to build a regression model for each individual query.
• Adaptive-Random-Cache: Extends adaptive model
approach to use diverse results of previous overlapping
queries stored in cache. The diverse results from cache
are accessed in random order.
• Adaptive-Ordered-Cache: Employs a priority
scheme to order the results of overlapping queries in
cache. The diverse results in cache are accessed in
decreasing order of their distance from already selected
diverse results for the current query.
For all the schemes using cached overlapping diverse
results, we further evaluate both best-fit and first-fit alter-
natives (Sect. 4.3.2).
Performance Measures: The performance of each
algorithm is measured based on the following metrics:
• Cost (
PN
i¼1 CðSiÞ) measured as the sum of operations
performed to evaluate diverse subsets of N queries,
where each operation represents a distance computation




i¼1 DðSiÞ) measured as average diversity
across the diversified subsets of N queries.
Data sets: We use both synthetic and real data sets. Our
synthetic data sets consist of points in the two-dimensional
Euclidean space. Points are either uniformly distributed
(‘‘Uniform’’) or form clusters around a random number of
points (‘‘Clustered’’). Our real data set is based on the
SDSS database and contains 40k data rows. We use the
uniformly distributed numerical columns rowc and colc
Table 2 Evaluation setting
Parameter Range Default
Number of queries (N) 2–1000 100
Diverse subset size (k) 10–40 30
Number of cached queries (L) 20–100 20
Deviation threshold (h) – 0.05
Model threshold (c) 0.01–0.05 0.02
Data size (D) 20–40k 20k
Data sets Unif., Clust., SDSS Unif.
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from PhotoObjAll table. For all data sets, attribute values
are normalized to [0–1].
Queries: We simulate random user sessions with mul-
tiple range queries. For each experiment, the number of
total queries N across sessions is in the range [2–1000].
Each query is also associated with the size of diverse set k,
which takes values in the range [10–40]. Cache is initial-
ized with diverse results of 20 queries.
6 Experimental Evaluation
In the following experimental results, we evaluate the
sensitivity of AdOr to the different parameters discussed in
the previous section.
6.1 Impact of Adaptive Regression Model
In this experiment, we compare the performance of
adaptive model approach against the static model
approach. All the queries are generated over clustered
data set to evaluate the proficiency of adaptive regression
model. We compare the performance of both schemes
without using any cached results to emphasize on the
impact of model-based diversification alone. Hence, under
this experimental setting the performance of best-fit
diversification approach is similar to Greedy. Therefore,
we compare the performance of only first-fit alternatives
by varying the following parameters.
6.1.1 Impact of varying Diverse Set Size
As shown in Fig. 8b, both adaptive and static model
schemes perform less number of operations as compared to
Greedy. However, cost of the static model scheme is upto
15% higher as compared to adaptive model. This is
because the static model fails to adjust for queries with
different data distributions, and hence, the diverse results
are located by examining most of the query results. Fig-
ure 8a shows that both schemes locate diverse subsets with
diversity comparable to the subsets located by Greedy
heuristic.
6.1.2 Impact of varying c
In this experiment, we focus on the impact of varying
threshold parameter c, that defines the acceptable differ-
ence ratio between the diversity values predicted by model
and the actual diversity values. We compare the
Fig. 9 Impact of c on cost and diversity
Fig. 8 Adaptive model versus static model
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performance of Adaptive-FF-no-cache scheme against
Greedy heuristic and Static Model approach. Figure 9a
shows that both Greedy and Static Model remains unaf-
fected by the change in c. However, as shown in Fig. 9a, as
the threshold value is relaxed the adaptive model gets
stable earlier and the predicted diversity values are used to
locate diverse results earlier. This can be seen in higher
cost savings as the value for c increases. The savings in
cost increase from 8 to 37% as the value of c changes from
0.02 to 0.054. However, these savings in cost are at the
expense of decrease in the diversity values of diverse
subsets generated using adaptive model built with higher
values of c as shown in Fig. 9b. For c ¼ 0:05 the loss in
diversity is upto 10%. The value of c ¼ 0:03 provides a
good balance between cost savings and quality of
diversification.
6.1.3 Impact of varying h
In this experiment, the performance of Adaptive-FF-no-
cache scheme is compared against Greedy heuristic and
static model. The threshold value h determines how close
the diversity value of a subset should be from the predicted
diversity to be acceptable. Figure 10a shows that as the
threshold value is relaxed the cost savings for both the
adaptive and static models as compared to the Greedy
increase. For adaptive model these cost savings increase
from 20 to 40% and for the static model the increase is
from 5 to 30%. The diversity values decrease upto 12%
with increase in the threshold value h as shown in Fig. 10b.
This is due to the fact that results far from predicted
diversity value are also included in the diverse subset. If
the user prefer higher cost savings at the expense of slight
decrease in quality of diversification, then higher values of
h are suitable; however, if quality of diversification is more
important, that h should be kept below 0.02.
6.2 Impact of using cached diverse results
In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of using cached
diverse results from overlapping queries. In particular, we
compare the performance of scheme that employs adaptive
regression model without cached results against the
schemes that use adaptive model with cached results. We
have categorized this set of experiments into four sections
by varying different experimental parameters.
6.2.1 Impact of Cached results in the absence
of a Regression Model
In this experiment, we have focused on the impact of using
cached diverse results in the absence of a regression model.
We use a hypothetical setting that serves as a yard stick to
measure the effectiveness of using cached diverse results in
locating the diverse results for the current query. Thus, we
assume the diverse subset for the current query is already
evaluated using Greedy heuristic. Thus, the actual diversity
of the subset Sic is known for all the values of i, 2 i k.
These diversity values are used in each iteration i to locate
the result that when added to Si1c gives the same diversity
value as Sic. We compare the performance of first-fit and
best-fit diversification schemes. As shown in Fig. 11, the
alternative schemes using cached diverse results are able to
generate Sc in approximately 15% less number of opera-
tions as compared to FF-no-cache scheme that does not use
any cached results. Also among different schemes FF-
Fig. 10 Impact of h on cost and diversity
Fig. 11 Impact of cache without model
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cache-ordered as discussed in Sect. 4.3.3 performs best in
terms of cost. Further details on ordering cached results are
given in Sect. 6.3
6.2.2 Impact of varying Diverse Set Size
In this experiment, we report on the impact of the required
number of diverse results k. Figure 12a shows the number
of operations (i.e. cost) performed by Greedy, SGC and
AdOr schemes. As the figure shows, as the value of k in-
creases, the cost increases for all schemes. AdOr, however,
is performing up to 50% less operations than Greedy.
Meanwhile, SGC reduces diversification cost by only 10%
as compared to Greedy. This is due to the fact that SGC
utilizes only limited number of cached diverse results that
are obtained from only one previous overlapping query.
Among the two variants of AdOr, Adaptive-FF (first-fit
diversification) performs better in terms of cost as com-
pared to Adaptive-BF (best-fit diversification). In particu-
lar, FF-Random-Cache reduces the cost by up to 10%
compared to BF-Random-Cache. This is clearly because
first-fit scheme terminates the search for an optimal result
earlier without having to evaluate all the candidate results.
Further, Fig. 12a also shows that between the two
variants of Adaptive-FF scheme, the Adaptive-FF-Ordered-
Cache performs upto 9% less operations as compared to
Adaptive-FF-Random-Cache. Thus, in terms of cost,
Adaptive-FF-Ordered-Cache gives the best performance.
Figure 12b shows that the average diversity achieved
by each scheme is decreasing with increasing the value
of k. All AdOr schemes achieve comparable average
diversity to Greedy. To highlight the benefits of AdOr in
terms of achieved diversity, in Fig. 12b the diversity
values are normalized to the diversity values achieved by
Greedy heuristic. As the figure shows, the maximum loss
in diversity for AdOr is within only 5% compared to
Greedy whereas it goes upto 14% for SGC. As the value
of k increases the loss in diversity for SGC increases as
it initializes diverse subset with higher number of
overlapping results from the previous query without
using any filtering.
Among the AdOr methods, Adaptive-BF performs
better in terms of achieved diversity (Fig. 12b) because
in each iteration, Adaptive-BF selects the one result
providing the highest diversity if added to the diverse
subset. Meanwhile, Adaptive-FF selects the first result
that provides a diversity value within the threshold limit,
thus introducing higher degree of approximation as
compared to Adaptive-BF. However, as the regression
model is used to control the degree of approximation,
the loss in diversity between the two methods is within
2%.
6.2.3 Impact of Cache Size
To study the impact of cache size in terms of number of
cached queries, we generate 100 random queries across
various user sessions. Then, we vary the number of
cached queries L from 20 to 100. Notice that in this
experiment we are only evaluating the performance of
AdOr schemes using cache, as SGC is not affected by the
specified cache size. In terms of cost (i.e. number of
operations), Adaptive-BF-Random-Cache exhibits an
interesting pattern as shown in Fig. 13a. In that pattern,
the cost of Adaptive-BF-Random-Cache decreases as the
cache size increases up to a point, after which it starts
increasing slightly. This is because at a moderate cache
size, Adaptive-BF-Random-Cache has a higher chance to
find a cached result that is close to optimal, while at the
same time incurring a relatively low overheard in
searching the cache. As the cache size increases, Adap-
tive-BF-Random-Cache still finds a cached result that is
close to optimal, but it incurs a much higher cost in
searching the rather large cache. Adaptive-FF-Random-
Cache and Adaptive-FF-Ordered-Cache show a similar
pattern, but are more resilient to the cached results as they
terminate the search early. Adaptive-FF-Ordered-Cache
Fig. 12 Impact of varying k on cost and diversity
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has additional overhead of computing set distances from
centroids of overlapping queries in cache. Thus, as the
cache size increases the difference in cost savings
between Adaptive-FF-Random-Cache and Adaptive-FF-
Ordered-Cache decreases to only 4%. Finally, Fig. 13b
shows that AdOr consistently achieves diversity compa-
rable to Greedy algorithm when varying the number of
cached queries.
6.3 Impact of Ordering Cache
In this experiment we compare the performance of adaptive
scheme that uses cached results without any priority and
the scheme that reorders the cached results according to
their distances from the diverse subset of current query.
Figure 14a shows that among different variations of
adaptive scheme the Adaptive-FF-Ordered-Cache performs
least number of operations. In particular, Adaptive-FF-
Ordered-Cache performs 9% less operations as compared
to Adaptive-FF-Random-Cache scheme. However, the
diversity values of the subsets generated by both schemes
are comparable as shown in Fig. 14b.
6.4 Results for SDSS Data Set
In this experiment, we report on the performance of AdOr
scheme on the SDSS data set. Figure 15a, b shows that for
the SDSS real data set, the performance of AdOr is
Fig. 13 Impact of cache size on cost and diversity
Fig. 14 Impact of ordering cache
Fig. 15 Impact of varying k on cost and diversity (SDSS data set)
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comparable to its performance on the uniform data set. For
different values of diverse subset size k, AdOr outperforms
Greedy algorithm in terms of number of operations with
negligible loss in achieved diversity.
7 Related Work
In recent years, several diversification approaches have been
proposed as in [21, 28–31]. Despite the considerable interest
in diversification, most of the existing approaches consider
diversification of a single query result. Recently, in [32] a
new coverage-based definition of diversity is formulated for
generating a combined diverse subset that recovers the
results of multiple queries. However, our proposed AdOr
scheme computes a separate diverse subset, using a tradi-
tional content-based definition of diversity that represents
each query result set. Also, unlike [32], in our problem set-
ting the queries are generated sequentially at different
intervals of time. Therefore, the query results are not avail-
able simultaneously for generating a combined solution.
The central element of our approach is the use of a
probabilistic model to estimate the diversity value of a
diverse subset for future iterations of Greedy algorithm. Lots
of work related to approximate query processing in database
community make use of some form of probabilistic models
(e.g. [24, 25]). However, to the best of our knowledge this is
the first work where model-based approach is used in the
post-query processing to diversify the query results.
Data caching and pre-fetching have also been shown as
important approaches for reducing the cost of exploration
queries [33]. In particular, caching has been used for effi-
cient computation of representative data in interactive data
exploration. For instance, in [34] a series of refined queries
are evaluated by appropriately exploiting the information
generated during the execution of previous queries in order
to return top-K results. In [35], a caching mechanism is
proposed that helps reduce the cost of computing future
dynamic skyline queries by caching the results of previous
skyline queries. While different caching approaches have
been used in the literature for efficient representative data
extraction, each approach varies in its methodology on
‘‘what to cache’’ and ‘‘how to use the cache’’ depending
upon the end objective. Two closely related works using
caching for search results diversification are presented in
[21] and [28]. Specifically in [21], cached distance compu-
tations are used to reduce the cost of Greedy heuristic,
whereas in [28], the idea of reusing already computed
diverse results has been discussed. Especially, [28] extends
the basic Greedy Construction heuristic for the case of
continuous data streams. In particular, it perceives diversi-
fication as a continuous query, in which the k most diverse
results need to be evaluated for each sliding window over
the data stream. Clearly, as the window slides over the data
stream, some new data is added and some expire, leaving
some significant overlap between any two consecutive
windows. Similarly, in our problem setting each exploratory
query can be perceived as a sliding window over the data
space. Since different queries within an exploratory session
typically explore the data space in a close vicinity to each
other, it is very likely for two consecutive queries to have
common results, similar to two consecutive sliding windows
in a data stream. The premise underlying the proposed
Stream Greedy Construction scheme in [28] is that instead
of re-evaluating all the k diverse results for each sliding
window, the diverse subset of the current window is ini-
tialized using the diverse results from the previous window.
The drawback of this approach is the assumption that every
window is uniformly populated from the data space. Thus, it
is assumed that the valid diverse results from the previous
window are still diverse with respect to the new data in the
current window. However, in many data stream scenarios
data distribution across different windows can be quite dif-
ferent. Thus, in our work we selectively choose only those
diverse results from the cache that are still diverse with
respect to the result of the current query. In Sect. 6, we have
compared the performance of Stream Greedy Construction
(SGC) against our proposed schemes.
8 Conclusions
Search result diversification has emerged as an important
representative data extraction technique for interactive data
exploration platforms. In order to reduce the overhead of
diversification in an already computationally expensive
exploration process, in this paper, we have presented the
(Adaptive model-based diversification AdOr) scheme. AdOr
targets the problem of efficiently diversifying the results of
multiple queries within and across different exploratory
sessions. Our novel scheme leverages the overlap between
query results and utilizes an adaptive model-based approach
that is particularly suitable for the efficient and effective
diversification in IDE. AdOr provides solutions of quality
comparable to existing baseline solutions, while signifi-
cantly reducing processing costs. We present experimental
results concerning the efficiency and the effectiveness of our
approach on both synthetic and real data sets.
9 Appendix: Regression Model
In this paper we have used power function that can be
represented as: y ¼ axb. a and b are the parameters we
seek that would best fit the function to the sample data.
These two parameters can be determined by using
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nonlinear least squares analysis that is used to fit a set of m
observations with a model that is nonlinear in n unknown
parameters (m [ n). The basis of the method is to
approximate the model by a linear one and to refine the
parameters by successive iterations. Thus, the equation for
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As in linear regression case, a value of r2 ¼ 1 infers a good
fit of the model to the data.
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